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Abstract

The recent proliferation of resident space objects (RSOs) in low Earth orbit (LEO) threatens the sustainability
of space as a resource and requires persistent monitoring to avoid collisions involving valuable space assets.
State-of-the-art ground-based space surveillance techniques, due to their susceptibility to atmosphere, weather, and
lighting conditions, tend to focus on RSOs with characteristic length greater than 10 cm. Consequently, millions of
smaller LEO RSOs remain untracked by ground-based methods, which reduces overall space situational awareness.
Onboard satellite sensors offer a space-based method fortracking RSOs. Prior research has investigated the feasibility
of using commercial star trackers (CSTs)—optical sensors prevalent on most active spacecraft—to observe, detect,
and estimate the position and velocity of RSOs larger than 10 cm. In a recent effort, we expanded on these feasibility
studies by assessing the capabilities of CSTs to detect debris particles smaller than 10 cm in characteristic length. In
this paper, we extend our previous study by relaxing its zero-phase-angle assumption and characterizing the effect of
Sun-RSO-CST phase angle on debris detection range. We identify a number of representative CSTs with publicly
available optical characteristics and consider the effects of properties such as pixel pitch, diffraction limit, aperture
diameter, and field of view (FOV) on the capability of each CST to detect debris at a given distance and relative
velocity (in the form of streak speed). We find that, for debris particles modeled as diffuse Lambertian spheres,
Sun-RSO-CST phase angles as high as 57◦ result in no more than 20% reduction to the useful RSO-CST detection
range, and streak speed may serve as a stronger limiting factor for smaller debris particles than for larger ones.
Though we identify find a general reduction in the feasible region, the results indicate that CSTs have the potential to
substantially enhance space-based debris detection.

Keywords: Space Situational Awareness (SSA); Space-Based Space Surveillance; Orbital Debris Detection;
Satellite-Based Optical Sensors; Small Orbital Debris; Apparent Visual Brightness

Nomenclature

Aopt Optical Cross Section
d Debris Diameter or Characteristic Length
D Aperture Diameter
f Focal Length
F (ϕ) Phase Function
M Pixel Count (on One Side of Square Frame)
p Pixel Pitch
R RSO-CST Distance or Range
Smax Maximum Streak Speed
Vcutoff AVM Cutoff of CST
Vrso AVM of RSO
Vsun AVM of Sun
θR Angular Resolution (Rayleigh Criterion)
λ Wavelength (of Light)
ρ Reflectivity
τ Exposure Time
ϕ Phase Angle
ψ FOV (Along One Side of Square Frame)

Acronyms

AFRL Air Force Research Laboratory
BST Berlin Space Technologies
CST Commercial Star Tracker
FI Front-Illuminated (CST)
FOV Field of View
GRD Ground Resolution Distance
HP High-Precision (CST)
IADC Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination

Committee
LEO Low Earth Orbit
OCS Optical Cross Section
PSRD Projected Space Resolution Distance
RSO Resident Space Object
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SSA Space Situational Awareness
SSN Space Surveillance Network
ST Star Tracker
STEM Science, Technology, Engineering, and

Mathematics
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1. Introduction and Background
The recent proliferation of resident space objects

(RSOs) in low Earth orbit (LEO) threatens the sustain-
ability of space as a resource and requires persistent
monitoring to avoid collisions involving valuable space
assets [1]. Over 23,000 LEO RSOs—including active
satellites, inactive satellites, and non-functional debris—
are currently tracked by the U.S. Space Surveillance
Network (SSN) [2]. The SSN relies primarily on ground-
based space surveillance equipment, such as radar and
optical telescopes, which are susceptible to atmosphere,
weather, and lighting conditions [3], [4]. These barriers
generally limit the focus of state-of-the-art space surveil-
lance methods to RSOs with characteristic length greater
than 10 cm, leaving millions of LEO RSOs smaller than
10 cm untracked and uncatalogued [2].

The reduced space situational awareness (SSA) in
this regime has had expensive consequences. In De-
cember 2022, the Soyuz MS-22 module attached to the
International Space Station suffered a coolant leak that
rendered the vehicle unsafe to complete its intended
mission of returning its crew back to Earth [5]. Instead,
the Soyuz MS-23 module was commissioned to replace
its damaged counterpart at an estimated launch cost of
$80M as a result of this leak, which is suspected to have
been caused by an RSO approximately 1 mm in charac-
teristic length [6], [7]. Reducing the risk of further space
asset compromise is a priority that requires improved
space debris detection and tracking capabilities.

Space-based sensors offer a potential solution to this
problem. Unlike their ground-based counterparts, they
are generally unaffected by atmosphere, weather, and
lighting conditions. Moreover, they tend to be more
sensitive and, consequently, can detect smaller and dim-
mer RSOs [4]. The Space-Based Visible sensor onboard
the Midcourse Space Experiment satellite first demon-
strated the potential of using onboard satellite sensors to
detect and track RSOs in 1998 [8]. Since then, space-
based space surveillance has been integral to the SSN’s
mission, with additional space-based assets deployed
every few years [3], [9]. However, the recent, dramatic
proliferation of RSOs in LEO, especially when compared
to the slow rate of growth in the number of dedicated
SSN assets, indicates the need for a far more scalable,
widespread, and—ideally—low-cost solution [3].

One promising approach involves the commercial
star tracker (CST), an optical sensor used by satellites
to determine spacecraft attitude by capturing images of
distant stars and comparing them to onboard star catalogs
[10]. In addition to stars, these images also often capture
incidental RSOs that are within line of sight of the CST
and are adequately illuminated by the Sun [10]. With
methods such as those proposed by [11] and [12], the
positions and velocities of these RSOs can be estimated.

Since the vast majority of currently active satellites
feature at least one CST, recent research has investigated
the potential for leveraging the thousands of commercial
star trackers (CSTs) already on orbit as part of a near-
zero-cost distributed space surveillance system [4], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14]. However, the majority of these
efforts has focused on improving state estimates for those
RSOs that are already tracked by the SSN—that is, those
with characteristic length larger than 10 cm in general.

More recently, we have begun investigating the po-

tential for using CSTs to detect and track debris particles
smaller than 10 cm [14]. We explored the relation-
ship among the apparent visual magnitude (AVM) of
the RSO—or the apparent brightness of the RSO as
perceived by the observing CST—RSO size, and RSO-
CST distance, establishing a parameter space (in terms
of the latter two parameters) within which a given CST
can feasibly detect debris particles in LEO [14]. In
this paper, we relax the zero-phase-angle assumption
used in [14] and explore the effect of Sun-RSO-CST
phase angle on useful RSO-CST detection range. We
also investigate a number of CST sensor characteristics
not previously considered, including pixel pitch, angular
resolution, and optical field of view (FOV), and describe
the constraints they may impose on the feasibility of
using CSTs to detect and track RSOs. The theory and
methodology for these analyses are presented in Section
2, with key findings depicted and discussed in Sec. 3 and
conclusions and recommendations for further research in
Sec. 4.

2. Theory and Methodology
This section summarizes the mathematical and physi-

cal relationships used to generate the results discussed in
Section 3. We first present a mathematical relationship
for the AVM of a near-Earth RSO as a function of its
optical properties and distance from the observer before
presenting a table of representative CSTs and a selection
of properties relevant to the overall discussion. We then
relax the zero-phase-angle assumption used in earlier re-
search [14] and explore the effects of angular resolution
and streak speed, defined in Section 2.5, on detection
feasibility.

2.1. Apparent Visual Magnitude for Near-Earth Debris
The ability of a CST to observe an RSO is a function

of that RSO’s AVM, as viewed by the satellite observer.
For RSOs in LEO, this parameter, Vrso, can be defined in
terms of the AVM of the Sun at Earth, Vsun, the distance
from the RSO to the observing CST, R, and the object’s
optical cross section (OCS), Aopt [15]:

Vrso = Vsun − 5

2
log10

Aopt

R2
(1)

Eqn. 1 is reverse logarithmic, such that brighter ob-
jects have more negative AVM values. In this equation,
the AVM of the Sun at Earth is given by Vsun = −26.5
[16].

In general, Aopt is a time-dependent function of the
RSO’s geometry, material properties, and angle relative
to the Sun and observer. To eliminate this time depen-
dency and simplify optical debris analysis campaigns,
the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee
(IADC) has established a standard in which each orbital
debris particle is modeled as a diffuse Lambertian sphere
with a phase angle—that is, the Sun-debris-observer or
the Sun-RSO-CST angle—of ϕ = 0◦ and a surface
reflectivity or albedo of ρ = 10% [17]. The Lamber-
tian sphere simplification, along with the Barker (2004)
model for optical measurements of sunlit near-Earth
RSOs, yields the following relationship for the Aopt of
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a debris particle in LEO [17]:

Aopt =
1

4
πd2ρF (ϕ) (2)

where, in addition to the already-defined parameters, d
represents the diameter of the Lambertian sphere, and
F (ϕ) is the phase function for the given phase angle,
which, according to Williams and McCue [18], is given
by:

F (ϕ) =
2

3π2
[(π − ϕ) cos(ϕ) + sin(ϕ)] (3)

Combining Eqns. 1–3 yields a useful relationship
for the AVM of a Lambertian debris particle with known
size, reflectivity, phase angle with respect to the Sun and
observer, and distance from the observer:

Vrso = Vsun − 5

2
log10

1
4πd

2ρF (ϕ)

R2
(4)

It is worth noting that Eqns. 2–4 do not assign any
particular value for surface reflectivity or phase angle.
However, for the IADC standard model of ρ = 10% and
ϕ = 0◦, the parameter space across debris size, RSO-
CST distance, and RSO AVM is explored in detail in
[14], with key takeaways summarized in Section 1.

2.2. Representative CSTs and Selected Properties
Several different classes of star tracker (ST) are in-

vestigated in [19], which tabulates a variety of parame-
ters for assessing and comparing the respective perfor-
mance of each imager. Of particular note is the AVM
cutoff value, Vcutoff , which represents the dimmest AVM
that can be detected by a ST for a given signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and exposure time, τ . Table 1 below presents
these three quantities and other relevant parameters for
three representative ST classes. The front-illuminated
(FI) CST can be considered to represent the class of ST
that could be found on a typical microsatellite, whereas
the high-precision (HP) CST would represent a compar-
atively high-end optical sensor, likely custom developed
in a laboratory environment, and the nano CST class cor-
responds to those STs that could be found a low-budget,
space-constrained CubeSats and other nanosatellites.

Since [19] assumes square image detector frames and
pixels, Table 1 captures the pixel pitch, p, which rep-
resents the center-to-center distance between the pixels
of the detector array [21], as a single parameter, rather
than recording two separate dimensions . Likewise, the
size of the detector array is also represented by a single
parameter, M , corresponding to the number of pixels on
one side of the square detector, and the corresponding
FOV along one side of the detector is represented by
ψ. The total number of pixels in the detector can be
determined by taking the product M × M , and the
corresponding square FOV is given by ψ × ψ. Other
parameters include the focal length, f , and the aperture
diameter, D, of the imager.

Due to continuous improvements in ST and imaging
technology, it is likely that the latest generation of CSTs
will outperform those imagers investigated in [19], so
the information presented in Table 1 can be viewed as
conservative.

2.3. Phase Angle and Normalized RSO-CST Range
The zero-phase-angle assumption built into the IADC

standard model is most applicable when both the ob-
server and the target RSO pass over the solar terminator
while the CST is pointed away from the Sun. Although
useful for feasibility assessments, as discussed in [14],
this assumption ultimately limits the usefulness of using
CSTs to detect and track debris in LEO by restricting
this strategy to a fairly niche operating regime. Relaxing
the zero phase angle assumption would address this
issue and, consequently, increase the generality of the
proposed strategy.

We seek to understand the effect of phase angle on
RSO-CST detection range. To begin, we express R, the
RSO-CST range from Eqn. 4, as an explicit function of
the phase function, F (ϕ). That is,

R ≡ R[F (ϕ)] (5)

Solving Eqn. 4 for R[F (ϕ)] yields:

R[F (ϕ)] =

[
1

4
πd2ρ ∗ 10− 2

5 (Vsun−Vrso) ∗ F (ϕ)
] 1

2

(6)

As discussed in Section 2.2, the dimmest AVM that
can be detected by a given CST is given by its Vcutoff
value. To isolate the effect of phase angle on detection
capability, we set Vrso in Eqn. 6 above equal to Vcutoff ,
as follows:

Vrso ≡ Vcutoff (7)

Using the relationships in Eqn. 6 and Eqn. 7,
detection range as a function of phase angle is explored
in Section 3.1 for each of the three representative imagers
presented in Table 1.

Moreover, for any debris particle modeled as a Lam-
bertian sphere such that ρ and d are fixed, for a given
CST with known AVM cutoff value, we can claim that:[

1

4
πd2ρ ∗ 10− 2

5 (Vsun−Vcutoff )

] 1
2

= constant (8)

Under these conditions, RSO-CST detection range is
proportional to the square root of the phase function and
is, therefore, ultimately a function of phase angle alone,
as shown in Eqn. 9:

R[F (ϕ)] ∝ [F (ϕ)]
1
2 (9)

This enables the normalization of RSO-CST detec-
tion range as a function of phase angle with respect to the
corresponding (maximum) detection range associated
with a phase angle of 0◦:

R[F (ϕ)]

R[F (0)]
=

[
F (ϕ)

F (0)

] 1
2

(10)

This relationship, which is agnostic to debris size,
surface reflectivity, sensor sensitivity, and even the
brightness of the Sun, is depicted in visual form and
discussed further in Section 3.1.
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Table 1. Selected properties of representative CSTs/imagers, adapted from [19] unless otherwise stated

CST Type Example τ (s) f (cm) p (µm) M D (cm) ψ (◦) SNR (dB) Vcutoff

HP CST/Imager MOST [20] 0.1 50 12 1024 6.70 1.41 11 11.1

FI CST BOKZ-MF 0.1 4 16 512 1.88 11.69 15 6.5

Nano CST BST ST200 0.1 2 20 256 0.98 14.59 7 4.8

2.4. Diffraction-Limited Angular Resolution
The presence of millions of RSOs in LEO and the

fact CSTs can observe multiple RSOs in a single image
presents the realistic possibility that two RSOs may be
so close to one another in a given snapshot that they
appear indistinguishable to the imager [13]. Since dis-
tinguishing and uniquely identifying the RSOs observed
will be essential for improving the state of the art in
tracking of LEO RSOs via space-based sensors, it is
useful to quantify this effect and the extent to which it
reduces the parameter space for CST-based debris detec-
tion. The ability of an optical imager to distinguish two
point sources of light—e.g., two LEO RSOs—from one
another is quantified by its angular resolution [21], [22].
Under ideal conditions, the optimal angular resolution
of an optical system corresponds to its diffraction limit,
which is associated with the physical phenomenon of
diffraction, in which light naturally bends as it passes
around an obstacle or through an opening, such as the
aperture of a CST [22], [23]. For ground-based optical
imagers, performance in this regard is often limited by
atmospheric distortions than by diffraction limits, but
space-based imagers can theoretically operate at their
respective diffraction limit if there are no lens aberrations
or other camera defects [24]. Assuming the absence
of these imperfections, discussed briefly in Section 3.4,
most space-based optical systems are capable of produc-
ing images with angular resolution at or approaching
this theoretical limit and are often described as being
diffraction limited [24].

For optical imagers with circular apertures, such as
those used in [19] and presented in Table 1, the angular
resolution is given by the Rayleigh criterion, θR, which
is expressed as a function of light wavelength, λ, and
aperture diameter, D, as follows [25], [26]:

θR = arcsin

(
1.2197

λ

D

)
(11)

To translate these angular metrics into more intuitive
linear metrics, we must first introduce the concept of pro-
jected space resolution distance (PSRD). This is defined
as the distance between two observed RSOs projected
into the image plane, which is perpendicular to the main
line of sight of the imager. This is analogous to the
concept of ground resolution distance (GRD), which
is used in Earth observation applications to denote the
distance by which two targets at ground level (e.g., 500
km below the satellite) must be separated in order for the
space-based imager to resolve them as distinct features
[24]. From basic geometry, the PSRD of a CST with
angular resolution θR observing two RSOs at a distance
R from the observer is given, under the small angle
approximation, by Eqn. 12:

PSRD ≈ R ∗ θR (12)

For analysis purposes, if the two RSOs under con-
sideration are at appreciably different distances from the
observer, it is recommended to consider the greater of
the two RSO-CST ranges, as that would yield a higher
(i.e., more conservative) PSRD. It is worth noting that
the Rayleigh criterion is nominally defined for sources
of equal strength—in this case, equal AVM. Thus, a
more rigorous investigation into angular resolution in-
volving two RSOs of substantially different AVM is
recommended as future work [26]. It is also worth noting
that calculations for GRD often consider distortions due
to geometric projections and the curvature of the Earth,
which reduce the overall resolution capability of the
imager [24]. However, in the case of PSRD, if the RSOs
are treated as point sources of light, the comparatively
simple relationship in Eqn. 12 should hold true.

Eqn. 11 and Eqn. 12 are both explored graphically
in Section 3.2 for each of the three represented imagers
from Table 1.

2.5. Streak Speed and Field of View
To complement the previous research efforts inves-

tigating relative RSO-CST distances for which the ob-
server could successfully detect the target, this section
presents the theory and equations for investigating the
relative RSO-CST speeds for which detection is fea-
sible. One particular concern is streaking, which, in
astrophotography, refers to the phenomenon by which
point sources of light appear as lines or streaks in the
resulting image [27]. This tends to happen when the
target object is moving with a high streak speed, or speed
relative to the observer in a direction perpendicular to the
axis of the imager (i.e., projected into the image plane),
while the image is being taken. A number of strategies
have been developed for modeling the light curves from
streaks and generating associated RSO position and ve-
locity estimates; however, if the streak speed of the RSO
is high enough that the streak spans the entire image and
no starting or ending point of the streak can be identified,
then position and velocity estimates cannot be generated
or are unreliable [11], [13], [27], [28]. A conservative
estimate for the maximum allowable streak speed, Smax,
can therefore be determined from geometric relations.

For the time scales under consideration (on the order
of τ = 0.1 seconds), it is reasonable to use linearized
dynamics and assume a (momentarily) fixed inertial ori-
entation for the observer spacecraft [24]. Likewise, al-
though the information sourced from [19] and presented
in Table 1 assumes “square” FOVs associated with the
square detector arrays, the true projection of the FOV
onto the spacecraft sky would be slightly larger than is
claimed due to the nature of spherical geometry [24].
However, the square FOV parameter captured in Table
1 as ψ offers a lower bound for measuring this projected
area, so the results presented in this section can be treated
as conservative.
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Thus, assuming that the target RSO, streaking in a
plane at a distance R from the CST, seeks to traverse the
entire CST FOV along the shortest possible path over the
CST exposure time, τ , Euclidean trigonometry offers the
following relationship:

2 tan

(
ψ

2

)
=
Smax ∗ τ

R
(13)

Solving Eqn. 13 for the maximum allowable streak
speed, Smax, yields:

Smax =

2 tan
(
ψ
2

)
τ

R (14)

The effect of FOV and distance on maximum allow-
able streak speed is explored further in Section 3.3 .

3. Results and Discussion
This section presents the main findings of the analy-

ses discussed in Section 2, beginning with the relaxation
of the standard IADC zero-phase-angle assumption and
the corresponding effects on RSO-CST detection range.
This is followed by graphical representations of angu-
lar resolution as a function of CST aperture diameter
and PSRD and streak speed as functions of RSO-CST
distance for each of the three representative CST types
discussed in Section 2.2. The section concludes with a
discussion of additional, as-yet-unquantified additional
limitations, setting the basis for future work.

3.1. Effect of Phase Angle on RSO-CST Detection Range
In this subsection, we identify the effect of phase

angle on the maximum distance at which each class of
optical imager presented in Table 1 can detect a diffuse
Lambertian sphere debris particle with 10% reflectivity
and characteristic length of 10 cm. For interested read-
ers, a variety of values for reflectivity and characteristic
length can be explored using the methodology discussed
in Section 2.

To begin, Fig. 1 offers a graphical visualization of
Eqn. 6, with Vrso set to the corresponding Vcutoff of each
representative CST, in turn, to generate each of the three
curves.

As predicted by Eqn. 10, the three curves all have
similar shapes but different zero-phase-angle ranges. In
fact, we find the detection ranges corresponding to ϕ =
0◦ are consistent with the results from the earlier research
presented in [14]. Namely, the higher-performing im-
agers are able to detect 10-cm debris particles with 10%
reflectivity over 400 km away. For microsatellite-class
and nanosatellite class CSTs, the capability reduces to
roughly 50 km and roughly 25 km, respectively. Like-
wise, although this is not shown in Fig. 1, reducing the
debris size to 1 cm reduces the above detection ranges by
an order of magnitude, as expected.

As the phase angle grows, the associated detection
range decreases—slowly at first before beginning to fall
more rapidly after approximately 90◦. Nevertheless, the
slow initial loss of performance is an attractive result—
although phase angle clearly affects detection range and
capability, spacecraft are not limited to operation at the

solar terminator in order to detect and track LEO RSOs
using CSTs.

Fig. 2 further corroborates these claims in its sinu-
soidal depiction of Eqn. 10. In this figure, the normalized
detection range metric is plotted against the phase angle
in degrees. Since Eqn. 10 is agnostic to individual CST
parameters, only one curve is required.

This data indicates that space-based imagers can be
expected to maintain at least 80% of their zero-phase-
angle detection range at phase angles as high as 57◦. Be-
yond 90◦, however, the performance falls below 57% and
rapidly descends thereafter. Regardless, these findings
significantly increase the operating envelope for which
CST-based RSO detection and tracking will be useful.

3.2. Diffraction Limit and Angular Resolution
In accordance with Eqn. 11, the angular resolution

of an optical imager with a circular aperture, as mea-
sured by the Rayleigh criterion, is a function of light
wavelength and aperture diameter. Most CSTs operate in
the range of light wavelengths corresponding to visible
light, or approximately 380 nm to 740 nm [29], [30].
For simplicity, this analysis assumes a light wavelength
corresponding to the average of these two visible light
extremes, or approximately 560 nm, which roughly cor-
responds to yellow-green visible light.

Thus, Fig. 3 depicts Rayleigh criterion, computed
from Eqn. 11, as a function of CST aperture diameter
for 560-nm-wavelength light, with dashed vertical lines
indicating aperture diameter for the three representative
CSTs.

From the intersection of each of the dashed vertical
lines with the green angular resolution curve, we can
determine the angular resolution associated with each
of the three representative CSTs from Table 1. In de-
scending (i.e., improving) order, the nano, micro, and
HP CSTs offer angular resolutions of 14.4 arcsec, 7.5
arcsec, and 2.1 arcsec, respectively. As expected from
Eqn. 11, for small angles, a two-fold increase in aper-
ture diameter yields a two-fold improvement in angular
resolution. In particular, a 0.9-cm increase in aperture
diameter from the nano CST to the micro CST results in
a 92% (6.9-arcsec) improvement in angular resolution.
However, a further 5.4-arcsec improvement in resolution
from the micro to the HP CST requires a 256% increase
in aperture diameter. Meaningful improvements beyond
this point would require significant increases to the size
of the instrument or else a shift to a higher-frequency
electromagnetic wavelength.

Although not explicitly shown in Fig. 3, the results
are fairly sensitive to choice of wavelength, and select-
ing higher or lower wavelengths worsens or improves
(respectively) the angular resolution of each imager pro-
portionally (for small angles). In fact, recent research
has investigated custom STs that operate at infrared
wavelengths [30]. For example, for imagers operating at
1550 nm, if aperture diameter is unchanged, the angular
resolution of each CST would worsen by a factor of 2.8.
Once again, interested readers are encouraged to explore
a variety of values for wavelength and aperture diameter
using the methodology discussed in Section 2.

Since linear distances are more intuitive than angular
resolutions, Fig. 4 takes the angular resolutions from
Fig. 3 and applies them to Eqn. 12 to generate three
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Fig. 1. RSO-CST detection range vs. phase angle for each of the three representative CST classes, using parameters
from Table 1, assuming 10-cm debris particles and diffuse Lambertian spheres with 10% reflectivity in accordance

with IADC standards [17]

Fig. 2. RSO-CST detection range—expressed as a percent relative to the corresponding detection range at zero phase
angle—vs. phase angle, assuming diffuse Lambertian spheres in accordance with IADC standards [17]

individual curves for PSRD vs. RSO-CST range. Due
to the small angle approximation, the relationship is
essentially linear in all three cases. A horizontal red
dashed line is also present to indicate a benchmark RSO-

RSO separation value of 10 m, which is comparable to
the accuracy at a range of 1000 km of certain ground-
based optical telescopes used by the U.S. SSN [31].

Fig. 4 is presented on a log-log scale to show a
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Fig. 3. Angular resolution vs. CST aperture diameter, assuming a visible light wavelength of λ = 560 nm and
circular apertures, with thin vertical lines corresponding to the respective aperture diameters of the three

representative CST classes, as presented in Table 1

Fig. 4. PSRD vs. RSO-CST range for each of the three representative CST classes, using FOV and integration time
parameters from Table 1, with shaded green region representing the parameter space which can be detected by typical

microsatellite-class CSTs

broader range of RSO-CST values along the x-axis.
Overall, these results indicate that, for all three CSTs,

the angular resolutions from Fig. 3 correspond to PSRDs
less than 10 m for RSO-CST ranges as far as 100 km.
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In particular, the PSRD of the high-precision imager is
approximately 10 m for an RSO-CST range of 1000 km.
In other words, the HP CST can resolve two RSOs of
comparable AVM 1000 km away as long as they are at
least 10 m apart. For comparison, the angular resolution
of the tracking and imaging radar operated by the FGAN
research institute in Germany is approximately 0.0002◦,
which corresponds to a PSRD of about 3.5 km at a range
of 1000 km [32]. Similarly, the angular accuracy of
optical telescopes used by the U.S. SSN can be as high as
5 arcsec, which corresponds to a PSRD of about 12 m at a
range of 1000 km [31]. This competitive performance is
once again an attractive result showcasing the potential
capability of space-based debris detection and tracking
using CSTs.

3.3. Effect of Streak Speed on Detection Capability
It is a well-established fact that RSOs captured in

CST images tend to appear as streaks, and recent re-
search has investigated methods for successfully estimat-
ing RSO position and velocity from these streaks [11],
[13], [27], [28], [33]. The goal of this subsection is
establish a benchmark maximum streak speed for objects
in LEO and to investigate and visualize the effect of FOV
and RSO-CST range on the maximum streak speed that
is allowable in accordance with Eqn. 14.

In theory, objects merely visiting LEO may be travel-
ing at arbitrarily high velocities when they are imaged by
a CST. In general, however, the majority of LEO RSOs
reside in low-eccentricity or near-circular orbits [24], and
the fastest theoretical speed that an RSO in a circular
Earth orbit can attain is approximately 7.905 km/s, which
corresponds to the speed of a satellite orbiting Earth at an
altitude of 0 km above ground [24]. To set a reasonable
upper bound for streak speed, we consider a situation in
which the target RSO and the CST are (momentarily)
moving at this theoretical maximum speed in antiparallel
directions at the instant of imaging. In this case, the
benchmark streak speed is given by:

Smax,benchmark = 2

(
7.905

km

s

)
= 15.810

km

s
(15)

This benchmark represents the maximum streak
speed, in theory, that a CST could encounter in its quest
to detect LEO RSOs and is captured in Fig, 5, which
depicts maximum detectable streak speed vs. RSO-CST
range for each of the three representative CSTs from
Table 1 according to Eqn. 14, as a horizontal dashed red
line.

The intersection of the horizontal dashed red line
with each of the diagonal blue lines yields the minimum
RSO-CST range, above which any images taken by that
particular CST should include at least one endpoint of
the streak of a target LEO RSO. The only exception to
this finding would be any LEO RSOs that are streaking
at speeds in excess of 15.810 km/s, which, as discussed
above, is highly unlikely.

In a deviation from most of the other findings in this
paper and in [14], the HP CST does not outperform the
other representative imagers with regards to maximum
detectable streak speed. In ascending (i.e., improving)
order, the HP, micro, and nano CSTs would be able

to image the full streak of a LEO RSO traveling at
Smax,benchmark at RSO-CST ranges of at least 24 km,
84 km, and 161 km, respectively. Ultimately, given the
narrow FOV of the HP CST, this is a logical result and
serves as a meaningful limitation on the capability of HP
CSTs to detect high-streak-speed objects.

The physics involved in Eqn. 14 are largely indepen-
dent of debris size. However, as discussed in [14], in
order to detect smaller debris, the range between object
and observer generally must be reduced to compensate
for the reduced AVM of the target RSO. Fig. 5 indicates
that, in such cases, the feasible parameter space for de-
bris detection is constrained by maximumum detectable
streak speed.

For example, [14] found that nano CSTs could detect
1-cm debris out to approximately 2.5 km (assuming
zero phase angle). From Fig. 5, this corresponds to
a maximum detectable streak speed of approximately
5.8 km/s, which is appreciable less than the theoretical
maximum benchmark streak speed establish in Eqn. 15.
Thus, at such distances, some RSOs may reasonably
be traveling with relative velocities the preclude proper
detection by the CST. Combining this result with those
of Section 3.1, for higher phase angles, the maximum
detectable RSO-CST range for a given RSO would be
further reduced, which, in turn, corresponds to a lower
detectable streak speed.

For proper investigation of the coupling of these
various constraints and their intersectional effects on the
feasible parameter space for CST-based RSO detection
and tracking, we recommend the development and anal-
ysis of detailed simulations as future work.

3.4. Additional Limitations
Beyond the limiting factors and constraints already

discussed in Section 2 and Section 3, we briefly consider
a number of additional qualitative and quantifiable (but
as-yet unquantified) constraints on CST-based RSO de-
tection performance.

One of the primary qualitative limitations in this
regard is not physical but logistical in nature. In par-
ticular, an appreciable fraction of CSTs that are cur-
rently on orbit do not generally save any images taken
during nominal operation; instead, they output attitude
information (e.g., quaternions) directly to the spacecraft
flight computer, discarding any RSO-related informa-
tion in the process [34]. Changing this behavior en
masse for all affected on-orbit CSTs would likely require
patches to spacecraft software or CST firmware, which is
unlikely—if not impossible—without mass collaboration
from the aerospace industry. Although it may be possible
to bypass any need for saving images by using onboard
RSO detection or state estimation algorithms, as dis-
cussed in [33], widespread software or firmware patches
would be required in any case. However, with enough
progress and interest in the field of space-based space
surveillance, it may be possible to change this behavior
for future space missions.

It has also been hypothesized that simultaneous atti-
tude determination and RSO recognition will burden the
computers onboard participating spacecraft [33]. How-
ever, researchers have been investigating this issue for
several years now and have developed lightweight algo-
rithms for onboard RSO detection with minimal effect on
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Fig. 5. Maximum detectable streak speed vs. RSO-CST range for each of the three representative CST classes, using
parameters from Table 1, assuming a visible light wavelength of λ = 560 nm and circular apertures, with shaded

green region representing the parameter space which can be detected by typical microsatellite-class CSTs

required CST and spacecraft computational power [11],
[33].

Furthermore, aberrations in the star tracker lens gen-
erally reduce their effectiveness in detecting and track-
ing illuminated space objects [19]. In particular, [24]
identifies chromatic and spherical aberrations, coma,
astigmatism, distortion, and curvature of field as some of
the principal aberrations that tend to reduce performance
in optical system. Although optical aberration theory is
a mature field, quantifying these limitations and their
effects on the feasible parameter space for CST-based
detection of RSOs is identified as future work [19].

4. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we expanded on analysis presented

in previous research indicating that CSTs can be used
to detect orbital debris particles between 1 cm and
10 cm in diameter up to specified distances [14] by
investigating additional parameters that may limit the
usefulness of CST-based debris detection. In addition
to the CST AVM cutoff values investigated previously,
we studied non-zero phase angles, pixel pitch, angular
resolution, aperture diameter, and FOV. As before, the
debris particles were modeled in accordance with IADC
standards and and treated as diffuse Lambertian spheres
with 10% surface reflectivity. The Barker (2004) model,
defined for optical measurements of sunlit RSOs near
Earth objects, was used to relate the AVM of the RSOs
to their characteristic length, phase angle, and distance
from the observer. A series of three representative
imagers was identified to characterize the effects of their
various optical and geometric properties on CST-based
RSO detection capability [19]. The traditional zero-

phase-angle assumption of the IADC standard model
was relaxed in order to investigate the effect of phase
angle on RSO-CST detection range. The ability of the
selected CSTs to resolve two RSOs in the same image
(i.e., angular resolution) and to detect streaking RSOs
was likewise investigated to characterize any potential
limitations associated with angular (and, by extension,
projected linear) resolution and relative RSO-CST veloc-
ity. The discussion concluded with a brief discussion of
other limiting factors.

The overall results are generally favorable with re-
gards to the use of CSTs to detect space debris and
identify a series of additional parameters to consider for
accurate simulation and assessment of space-based de-
bris detection via CSTs. In particular, as shown in Fig. 1,
relaxing the previous zero-phase-angle assumption only
reduces the useful RSO-CST detection range by 20%
for phase angles up to 57◦. Moreover, we find that the
dependence on phase angle is independent of other RSO
and CST parameters under consideration when the RSO-
CST detection range is normalized by the corresponding
zero-phase-angle range, per Eqn. 3 and Fig. 2.

We likewise find that, for the RSO-CST ranges over
which CST-based detection of LEO debris would be
useful, angular resolution is not a significant limiting
factor. This conclusion was supported by translating
the Rayleigh criterion findings from Fig. 3 into more
intuitive linear distances represented by PSRD values
in Fig. 4. In practice, however, for the purposes of
assessing correlation confidence in a space-based debris
detection simulation, it is more useful to investigate
angular resolution than PSRD, as the RSO-CST range
for the two RSOs may differ significantly.
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The investigation into the relationship between FOV
and streak speed and FOV revealed the limitations of
CST-based RSO detection capability. For example,
smaller FOVs are associated with lower maximum al-
lowable streak speeds, all else being equal. This effect is
particularly noticeable for smaller (and dimmer) objects,
which, as discussed in [14], can only be detected at
comparatively small RSO-CST distances. Ultimately,
this does not eliminate the possibility of detection, but it
does serve as a useful constraint for any future simulation
work that will leverage space-based optical sensors for
debris detection. Moreover, a general trend among
the three CST classes explored indicates that a higher
AVM cutoff correlates with a lower FOV. Thus, although
these higher-precision CSTs can generally observe small
debris particles at a given distance, they are limited in the
volume of space they can scan and the relative velocity
of the RSOs they can detect. More rigorous simula-
tion work is required to assess the overall performance
of these HP CSTs relative to the microsatellite- and
nanosatellite-class CSTs with regards to improving SSA.

Another promising direction for further study isin-
vestigating angular resolution relationships between two
RSOs of substantially different AVM, since the Rayleigh
criterion definition nominally applies to light sources of
equal brightness [26]. In addition, quantifying the effects
of optical aberrations and other imager imperfections
RSO-CST detection range and AVM cutoff values would
provide additional practical constraints on the usefulness
of leveraging CSTs for detecting debris.
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